Subgroup on Cleaner Production and Environmentally Sound Consumption, 9 June 2011 in Syvktvyk

Agenda

1. Welcome note and tour de table
2. Approval of Notes from previous Meeting
3. Adoption of Agenda
4. Follow up of Work Programme
5. Sub-group Projects:
   - Update of Short list and presentation of ongoing projects
6. Follow-up of the joint SHE/CPESC meeting and Barents meeting in Tromsö – Future work based on conclusions and lessons learnt from Norwegia Energy report and Norwegian/Russian statements.
   Proposal to discuss: a CP programme for concrete hot spots and resulting in a business plan for the hot spot owner to solve the problem with NEFCO loan.
7. Discussion of other new projects/activities
   Proposals:
   A) Arranging a seminar/conference on energy efficiency in industry/municipal sectors in Russia and other seminars/activities in cooperation with the Energy Group.
   B) Continue efforts on arranging CP/SCP seminars in Russian Barents capitals to introduce CP/SCP issue into curricular of the regional universities.
8. Discussion: Ideas for the Ministerial Declaration for the minister meeting
9. Dissemination of results from Sub-group projects.
10. Report to the WGE
11. Any other business and next meeting